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Abstract: 

This paper attempts to trace the origin and growth of Malayalam Dalit short story. The paper 

argues that the short story in Malayalam has undergone three specific periods in relation to its 

thematic and ideological considerations. The first phase is represented by T.K.C. Vaduthala 

who attempted to portray the real life experience of Dalits in Kerala in his works. For the first 

time, Dalit voice is clearly seen in the field of short story. He attempted to consider the 

options of conversion to different religions and embracing of communist ideology to liberate 

the Dalit community from the clutches of caste discrimination. The second phase is marked 

by an antagonism towards religious conversion and represented by writers such as Paul 

Chirakkode. It is in the third phase that the Dalits realize the importance to assert their 

identity and cultural past to fight against the different forms of oppression that they face 

today.  In the field of short story this change is reflected in the short stories of C. Ayyappan. 

The article elaborates the idea with specific examples and offers a platform for conducting 

further researches in the field of Malayalm Dalit short story.  

In Kerala from its very inception the literary field, especially short story, had been the 

special preserve of the upper caste. They tried to project their own upper caste privileged 

experience as the experience of the Malayalee identity. They tried to fetishise the experience 

from various walks of life and tried to project it as the general Kerala outlook. A certain kind 

of normative ideals of Malayalee identity has been constructed through short stories. These 

ideals made the voices of the lower castes invisible. The Universalist liberal humanist 

framework with which the upper caste writers carved their stories had to face a tremendous 

resistance from the new emerging body of writing called Dalit writing. Dalit writers do not 
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claim to represent the entire humanity as the upper caste writers did instead they articulated 

their issues and intricacies of life by assuming a specific and partial/ political stand point. 

Though, the issues of Dalit life found expressions in the writing of non Dalit writers 

from time to time they are seen in the light of emerging Dalit Literature as the partial 

reflections of sympathizers. It is only in the later stages of twentieth century the presence of 

Dalit literature started to discern in Malayalam literature in general. In the general 

introduction to The Oxford India Anthology of Malayalam Dalit Writing, the critic, M. Dasan 

observes that the term Dalit as it is used in the present context appeared in the socio- cultural 

milieu of Kerala only in the late 1970s.  

The reason for this late entry he attributes to the “Renaissance” that Kerala underwent 

that, he says, silenced the discourses of the marginalized (iiiX).  While trying to trace the 

social and cultural history of Kerala, it can be observed that the Kerala society clearly carried 

the burden of castes on its back. Dalit community who was the victim of this segregation 

needed time to readjust themselves with the effort made by Dalit leaders such as Ayyankali 

who worked to uplift the community.  

Malayalam short story started to develop only in the latter part of nineteenth century.  

During the early phases the architects of this new form were clearly the „upper‟ castes and the 

purpose of the short story was mainly to idle away the time.   

Oxford Anthology of Malayalam Dalit Writing in its section on short fiction provides 

a short history of Malayalam Short story detailing the way it represents Dalit life in Kerala 

leading to Dalit writing and the way it differs from other writings of the time. It is stated that 

the transition from folktales to short stories occurred in Malayalam literature during the mid 

19
th

century. „Vasana Vikriti’ (Prankster by Birth, 1891) by Vengayil Kunjiraman Nayanar is 
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generally regarded as the first Malayalam short story. He agrees that early Malayalam short 

stories catered the interest and the reading pleasures of upper class and upper caste readers. 

The book notes that the major themes addressed during the time were love, glorious deeds, 

social blunders, crime detection, hunting, litigations, etc. ignoring serious issues of social 

realities of the time. However, in the second stages in the development of short stories 

witnessed a change in the situation. This phase which is usually referred to as „Kerala 

Renaissance‟ focused on social reformation. Class exploitation seems to be one of the striking 

features of the short stories in this phase. Dalits began to appear in the literary circle as part 

this thirst for social reformation. Non Dalit writers like Thkazhi, Kesev Dev, Ponkunnam 

Varkey, KaroorNeelakanta Pillai, Lathimambika Antharjanam, Madavikkutty, Anand, and 

M.T. Vasudevan Nair all attempted to portray the life of Dalits in their writings. But none of 

these writers attempted to enquire into the either aesthetics or the epistemology pertaining to 

community life of Dalit such as Pulayas, Parayas and others. They all shared the aesthetics of 

romantic realism and renaissance egalitarianism, inherent in the general reading sensibility. 

They did not accept any identity other than class identity and there was no scope for the 

critiquing of savarna values or chance for Dalit perspective (49-50) 

 The book states that the stories written by T.K.C Vaduthala, a Dalit writer, 

focus shifted from class identity to caste identity (50). It is here the real element of Dalit life 

as it is outlined by the Dalit critics come into full expression. It can be viewed that the first 

phase of Malayalam Dalit short story or the birth of it takes place with the writings of T.K.C. 

Vaduthala.  
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T.K.C. Vaduthala and the Rise of Malayalam Dalit Short Story. 

 Any attempt to trace the origin of Malayalam  Dalit short story in its powerful 

expression reaches to the short stories of T.K.C. Vaduthala (1921-1988). T.K.C. Vaduthala 

was the pseudonym of Chathen T.K. . He was born on 23 December 1921 at Vaduthala, 

Eranakulam District. . His woks consist of nine collections which include collections such as 

Jaatheeyatha (1964), Chankaranthi Ada (1959), and Randu Thalamura (1950). T.K.C. 

Vaduthala‟s corpus of writing consists of life drawn from Pulaya community. Born into same 

community he was able to express the life of Pulayas in a powerful language. He used the 

language of Pulayas in a natural way. There are specifically three features that can be 

discerned in his works. They are: 1) Use of regional and caste specific expressions, 2) 

Realistic depiction of life and 3) The dilemma related to the selection of ideology.  

In the In the introduction to  The Select Short Stories of T.K.C. Vaduthala , Prof. 

Mathew Ulakamthara remarks that the spoken language that he employs brings to him a 

nostalgic feeling of Dalit life that he himself experienced and argues that Dalit consciousness 

can be effectively evoked in the writings of a Dalit (8) . In the book titled Dalit 

Soundaryasastram (Dalit Aesthetics) Pradeepan Pamparikunnu observes that Malayalam 

literature abandons regional specificity and tries to embrace a language which suits more to 

the sensibility of the „upper‟ castes. He also notes that the language that the majority of the 

short story writers use has no connection with their spoken form. He opines that this happens 

due to the feeling that more than of that of the community of writers the language that he uses 

should get the upper hand. This seemingly casteless language clearly silences the aspirations 

of the Dalit community and highlight the cultural superiority of Nairs(21).  This superiority 

of the language and there by suppressing the cultures of different communities gets a jolt in 

Vaduthala‟s writings. In order to challenge the savarna politics Dalit writers profusely used 
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their community specific expressions and songs in their writings. Some of the titles of 

Vaduthala‟s stories like Enda Vidiya, Anke Iragikodante Kandakora, Aaa Maka Chemeni are 

all titles which deviate from the „standard‟ Malayalam. With the use of expressions specific 

to Pulaya community Vaduthala was trying to make a space for them in the literary field of 

Malayalam literature.  Some of the stories of him like Chankarathi Ada begin with the songs 

of Pulaya community which was again an attempt to articulate the life of Pulayas which is 

intermingled with farming. These stories deal with the marriage, funeral, death rites and some 

belief systems, etc. in the life of Pulaya community. Thus Vaduthala‟s writings His works are 

marked by its realistic depiction which was characteristic of the period in which he was 

writing.  Regarding this style of writing Prof Achuthan observes that he was neither 

concerned about the techniques of short story writing nor worried about the effectiveness of 

his style. But he was trying to weave stories from the immediate experience that he was 

undergoing ( Achuthan 246). This style of writing also need special mention related to the 

growth of Dalit short stories. Here the Dalit short story was in its infancy, moreover, similar 

to features that can be seen in other Dalit writings here the attempt was to depict the real life 

experience without any embellishment of artificial style. One of the features of Dalit writing 

is its frankness with which it tells the story.  Thus the style that he employed is also befitting 

to the Dalit aesthetics for which he can be treated as the pioneer. 

 The third feature that can be observed is the dilemma that he experienced in 

the selection of ideology that dominated Kerala at that time. The large section of Dalit 

community considered Marxism as an emancipator and felt that the conversion to another 

religion was suicidal. Instead they thought that they could achieve a classless society with the 

help Communism. Vaduthala in this aspect can be seen as a skeptic who was not fully 

convinced of this liberation that Dalits envisaged through Marxism. However, it seems that 
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he was not in favor of religious conversion. In the short story Sandana Valsalyam (Love of 

Children) .Here he does not want the Dalits to convert to other religions instead he wants 

them to modify the existing religion. The similar message is repeated in the short story 

Achenta Ventheenju Inna! . Here also Vaduthala tries to highlight the fact that change of 

religion would not solve the problems of Dalits. 

 But this clarity was not there in the matter of embracing communist ideology 

as the means of social change. In the story titled Snehathinte Veliyettam (The Surge of Love) 

posits this dilemma. Here  the Dalit is told  to forget the treacheries of the past and to trust the 

new mechanism of Marxism. But the Dalit mind which is confused and this dilemma to trust 

completely the fold of Communism for Dalit emancipation was clearly visible here. In the 

novel that he wrote Changalakal Nurungunnu (Chains Break Apart -1979) describes this 

anguish in great detail.  It is to be remembered that Vaduthala was writing a period when 

other so called mainstream writers were trying to speak for a classless society. According to 

Dasan, Keral Dalits were deceived by the Kerala  Renaissance dream of classless society. 

This dream created a mirage that once a classless society was realized and established it 

would end all other exploitative and dominating social structures. This Kerala 

Renaissance dream had the power to lure Dalits and they took it for granted that the 

struggle for liberation had only one form: the struggle against class exploitation.(xiv). 

Thus it can be summarized that Vaduthala was the first person who attempted to 

present the Dalit cause in the manner of short story. Though his efforts were rudimentary it 

actually voiced Dalit concerns that the later writers developed. His significance lies in the 

fact that he recorded the life of Dalits in a literature which erased them. At the same time he 

was cautious and alerted the community about the impending danger of patronage.  
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Another major Malayalam Dalit writer who wrote focusing on Dalit life in the post 

Vaduthala generation was Paul Chirkkaode. He was a well known social activist and Dalit 

leader who wrote 48 books. His works comprises of 9 novels and some short stories titled 

‘Olichupokunna Mankoonakal’ and „Nanaja Bhoom’i. His major concern was the sufferings 

of Dalit Chritians. Being a son of Dalit Christian he experienced the trauma of segregation 

that he faced in the Christian community. When Dalit short story writing reaches to 

Chirakkode it undergoes a radical shift. While Vaduthala discussed the issue of conversion in 

its earlier stage and asserted that it would not solve the problem Chirakkode who belonged 

the second generation underlines it by undergoing the life experience of a Dalit Chrtian and 

rendering it to the Dalit short story. Some of his works like Eli Eli Lam’a Sabach Tha’ni  

translated by Shirley M. Joseph and included in the book  No Alphbet in Sight and  

Grihathurathvam translated as Nostalgia by Catherine Thamkammaand included in the book  

The Oxford India Anthology of Malayalam Dalit Writing suggest this point. His writing can 

be compared to the works of Tamil Dalit writer Bama who provides similar sort of 

experience in her work like Karukku. 

During the modernist period of Malayalam short stories it was C. Ayyappan who 

marked as different with his style of writing that blends the discourse of modernity with that 

of Dalit perspective. He created a counter discourse of the downtrodden by the skilful 

narrative strategy based on the likes of lunacy, possessed self and soliloquy. He also brought 

in the element of magical realism in his writings. His collections include Njandukal, 

Uchayurakkathinte Swapnam and C.Ayyappante Kathakal.  The major difference between 

Vaduthala and Ayyappan, it is observed, is that the former recorded the objective reality 

where as the latter ventured a critiquing of subjectivity ( Dasan 49-53)  
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Malayalam Dalit short story has undergone three specific periods in relation to its 

thematic and ideological considerations. The first stage, in which Vaduthala stands as a key 

figure, belonged to the first generation Dalit writer who witnessed the discrimination towards 

the Dalit in its severest form and tried reproduce it in the realistic way in literature. The 

question that haunted him was how to resolve the issue pertaining to Dalit life and he was 

trying to analyse the option of conversion offered at that time. He was successful in realizing 

the fact that religious conversion would not alter the problems of Dalit life. So he campaigned 

vigorously against it in his work at the same time he was looking at Communist movement in 

Kerala with a doubtful mind. He was not fully in favour of Communist ideology to solve 

Dalit cause. In Chirakkode the issue that Vaduathala  raised- the religious conversion- proved 

to be utter failure. He has realized, being a Dalit Christian, the social stigma attached to Dalit 

life will not be lessened with conversion.  The search for an alternative politics brings to the 

later change that is seen in the Dalit short story. Here, Ayyappan, with whom it understands 

that Dalit needs to be proud of their identity as such and to gain prestige as Dalits. This can 

be achieved through going back to Dalit past and deconstructing the past. Thus in the works 

of Ayyappan and other short story writers like P. A. Uthaman , P.K. Prakash and M. K. 

Madhukumar a tendency to go back to the Dalit past can be seen. Thus it can be observed that 

Malayalam Dalit short story has reached a stage where it critiques the challenges of the 

contemporary society and at the same searches for alternative strategies to assert Dalit 

identity.  
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